Statistical geometry approach to the study of functional effects of human nonsynonymous SNPs.
The ability to predict the effect of nonsynonymous SNPs (nsSNPs) on protein function is important for the success of genetic disease association studies. Here we present a statistical geometry approach to nsSNP classification based on Delaunay tessellation, whereby the impact of nsSNPs on protein function is correlated with the change in the four-body statistical potential (DeltaQ) of the protein caused by the amino acid substitution. We observed that the DeltaQ of polymorphic proteins with disease-associated nsSNPs (daSNPs) was on average significantly lower than the DeltaQ of the proteins with neutral SNPs (ntSNPs). Clustering amino acid substitutions into conservative and nonconservative groups, and using a three-letter alphabet based on side-chain polarity showed significantly lower DeltaQ in nonconservative changes to daSNPs and when hydrophobic residues were substituted by charged or by polar residues. We also found that the daSNPs in the protein core caused much lower DeltaQ than surface daSNPs. This approach demonstrates a strong correlation between the computed DeltaQ and SNP classification. Integration of our approach with the existing models will help achieve a more precise recognition of nsSNPs that underlie polygenic diseases. All of the programs were written in Java and are available from the authors upon request.